inception, WODES has been one of the most influential series of international meetings devoted to various aspects of discrete event systems.
new trends in discrete event systems. Based on the reviews of the WODES 2010 submissions, the authors of eleven contributions were asked to submit significantly expanded versions of their conference papers for possible inclusion in this special issue. These submissions were carefully reviewed, following the standard editorial process of this journal. Finally, seven papers were selected for this special issue. They span a wide range of topics, including control synthesis, diagnosis and verification problems for probabilistic and deterministic systems, and cover both automaton and Petri net models of discrete event systems.
In the paper by S. Haar, a unifying metric framework for event structures is proposed, providing a general topological description of diagnosability in sequential and nonsequential semantics for Petri nets. The contribution by E. E. Cano, C. A. Rovetto, and J.-M. Colom develops a new algorithm for the efficent computation of minimal syphons in the class of S 4 PR nets. B. Addad, S. Amari, and J.-J. Lesage investigate the representation of networked conflicting timed event graphs in the (max, +)-algebra. The paper by S. Ware and R. Malik introduces annotated automata to obtain conflict-preserving abstractions for the compositional verification of nonblocking properties in discrete event systems. The contribution by V. Pantelic and M. Lawford characterises a pseudometric for optimal supervisory control of probabilistic discrete events systems, which is employed to measure the behavioural similarity between systems. The paper by S. T. J. Forschelen, J. M. van de MortelFronczak, R. Su, and J. E. Rooda provides a case study, where Supervisory Control Theory is applied to a theme park vehicle. Finally, the paper by P. Twu, P. Martin, and M. Egerstedt discusses the Graph Process Specification framework as a way to script decentralized control sequences in hybrid networked systems.
We are grateful to the authors for their contributions and timely revisions. We also thank the reviewers for their careful reading and their numerous helpful comments and suggestions. Finally, we thank the Editor-in-Chief of DEDS, Xi-Ren Cao, for inviting us to serve as guest editors for this special issue. It has indeed been a pleasant experience! Jörg Raisch, Alessandro Giua, Thomas Moor, Stéphane Lafortune Guest Editors
